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Quill & Crow Publishing House is a quaint and curious press
dedicated to promoting the integrity of independent literature.

Specializing in all things gothic and macabre, we strive to
preserve the upmarket prose while lifting up voices often

unheard.
 

Quill & Crow is not your typical publishing house. Not only
because we love bleeding heart poetry and all things odd &
macabre, but because we are family. Each one of us brings

something amazing & unique to the table. 
 

Whether you are joining us as an author, poet, or just want to
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Dearest dark hearts,
 

Perhaps it's the approaching end of summer and the whispers of
cold, creeping fogs that made me think of violent monarchs. Or

perhaps it was simply an abiding blood-thirst... 
 

Whatever the case may be, our September issue was calling for tales
of abandoned, divine, or gore-coated kingdoms and, as always, the

community delivered! Find our four chosen stories steeped in
vampire lore or Norse mythology, or built on the foundations of

real and tragic wars, and ask yourself:
How much blood would you spill for a kingdom?

 
Yours,

Damon Barret Roe
Damon Barret Roe

Assistant Editor
 

P.S. Keep your eyes on our socials for regular updates about our
Kickstarter campaign!
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Valkyrie. 
 It was spoken in an
unrelenting chorus,

like a madman’s
laughter.

hall. Our champions’ songs penetrated the wool dress that now bound me, striking
flint, desperate to ignite my soul.
      “Your Highness. We must get ready.”
      Liv. My confidante and handmaiden. I should’ve known she’d find me. 
      “The king insists you attend this evening. Preparations will begin shortly.”
    Her trepidation was thick, and I understood why; how I had begged her for
mushrooms to steal reality from me. “My father is dead. The king left us for
Valhalla a fortnight ago, bathed in fire.”
      Liv gripped my arm, and cautiously whispered, “The king has ears. Please, Your 

Skulls of our enemies. Wood of the forest. Swords
of our warriors. Our throne is their union,
blackened from centuries of blood and filth but
still beautiful. Taller than a man, its shadow held
the pride of my people, and even blindfolded, the
lingering smell of battle captivated me in the great

The People's Valkyrie
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Highness. We must get ready.”
      “I have a name.” Tears welled. My brother had already enforced rules for servants,
attempting to separate me from my oldest friend.
      “Kindra.” Liv bit her lip. “Please.”

     It is my time, my birthright. An Englishman’s arrow merely quickened it, the
false king justified his reign while playing with ornate metal. It felt frigid under his
fingertips and paranoia sparked with the crown’s rejection. The symbol his father
never believed him worthy to carry, was now his. Baldur no longer had to argue for
it, no longer had to politic for it. He had removed it from his father’s head without
hesitation, cradling the crown against his bosom. 
        And tonight was his ceremony.
        “My king.”
     Warm laughter escaped Baldur as he turned and clasped his cousin’s shoulder.
Viggo’s loyalty was deeply rooted from a childhood of shared adventures, and now, as
a man, he was Baldur’s most trusted advisor. “How are the preparations, Viggo?” 
       “Everything shall be as you requested. It will be a feast the bards will recount for
generations.” 
     “Let the people fill their bellies with food and drink. May mead drown their
sorrows and extinguish their doubt.” Baldur playfully pushed Viggo before returning
his gaze to his prize.
        “Will Kindra play her part?” 
        Insecurity snapped spring air with angry teeth. 
        “Forgive me, Your Highness. I only wish for your evening to be perfect.”
       “My sister will do as she is told, or Liv will be given to the slave master. I’ve made
that known.” 
      “The whispers remain. The children believe Kindra to be a Valkyrie. The women
idolize her.”
      Black venom clouded his king’s eyes and brought Viggo to a submissive knee.
“You have my word, the marriage arrangement will be well-received.”
      Baldur tried to exhale the apprehension, joining Viggo on the floor, meeting
foreheads. “Soon, cousin, they will learn. I will be the greatest of all kings. You see it.
So shall they.”
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      When the world goes cold and man loses himself, that is when we are needed most.
Do you understand, Kindra? There is a reason our blood was chosen. Make them
remember… 
     My father’s dying words replayed a cruel echo, depositing me in the memory of a
battle he led. I watch his smile fade with open eyes. Watch myself hold his hand as
flesh is ripped from bone all around us. The dying cries of battle cleave our enemies’
spirit. The ground is soaked in blood. It drips from my armor like rain, joined by a
warrior’s shaking, streaming tears. Tears that breathed life into an empty chest,
releasing a berserker scream. 
       “Kindra.”
      A soft voice with access to my heart startled me. I didn’t wish to move, ashamed
of weakness, but my knees buckled when her lips met my neck. Her hands found my
waist and her face my shoulder, holding me like something fragile. “Did anyone see
you?” 
    “Only Liv.” Estrid’s hands lowered below my belly button to cradle me closer.
“Your absence has left my bed cold. When will you come to me?”
      My hand intertwined with hers, needing her strength. “Soon. When the men are
drunk and spilling lies from battle, we’ll find each other.”
      Tiptoes allowed her full lips to reach mine, sending my heart spinning. The world
was lost in her taste and tongue, promising to pull us under, but not yet.

      The great hall, a sacred space once reserved for my father’s voice, was now sullied
by my brother’s misconduct. His juvenile candor encouraged greedy eyes from
unwanted men. In response, my hem swept across the floor seeking the security of a
wall where I visualized ascending steps welcoming me as a character depicted in
tapestries. The symbolism would have been appropriate, having been stripped of my
identity and reduced to mere imagery. 
        A bird to bring color to his reign.
      “Leave us.” Baldur’s command sent servants scurrying out of the great hall, but
his new clothes and perfume masked only a scared boy. His smile didn’t fool me.
        “Amazing how a feral animal can become beautiful again.”
       He stalked toward me and stood at my back, playing with my hair—thick, white
strands now braided for a maiden’s life—without permission. 
        “Is it a curse to be our mother’s mirror?”
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       My stomach cinched, avoiding the dagger he’d pulled. “You exaggerate, brother.”
      “Your king believes otherwise. I hear their voices. ‘A warrior princess. Beauty that
bathes in the blood of her enemies. Strong as any man.’ They love you.”
      “The people recognize shared suffering, valor. I’ve fought with them, shared their
tears.”
      “I, too, have suffered, sister.” He rested his chin with a lover’s familiarity. 
       I bit my tongue under his invasion. 
     Baldur’s nose committed a vile, personal intrusion, tracing the nape of my neck.
“A forgotten son and the favored daughter. An older sister who captured the people’s
love. How could I compete with the woman who would become our father’s sword?”
      “Father had his ways…but mother treasured you.” My ribs cried under increased
pressure. This wasn’t past trauma, it was malice. An exercise in forced submission. 
     “She saw greatness in me. We will prove her right.” Baldur moved to face me.
Identical in height and blue eyes, we glared at each other. “You will help me.”
    An order. Another forced submission. I suspected the worst was coming but
nothing Baldur had prepared could be worse than climbing over bodies, three men
deep.
       “Yes, my king. Whatever you ask.”

       Whatever you ask. 
       How wrong I was. My spirit boiled with hate and madness, threatening to poison
my veins. I could cry no more, and not even my blade brought comfort. Like me, it
was now useless, cast aside in the sand as waves taunted the shore. I wished for the sea
to relieve me, to release me. I called to Rán, beseeching her to take me as a tenth
daughter.
     How did this happen? My brother’s ceremony, a surprise betrothal announcement. 
     Every king needs a queen, and none are fairer than Estrid, daughter of Harald.
My brother’s knowing smile was frozen in my memory under a chorus of drunken
cheers. He’d refused to dismiss me as he held court, accepting adulation and
congratulations. His boasts of needing rest to ensure he sired an heir their first
night… 
         It wasn’t until we were alone in the great hall that he spoke frankly.
     Your eyes betray your heart, sister. They blaze with lust. This arrangement
benefits us both. Estrid comes from a strong lineage, and I cannot allow you to be a 
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distracted bride once your time comes. Grieve now and spare us the embarrassment
later. 
      I couldn’t speak. Was this my brother or Loki? How could the fates curse Estrid
and I?
       They will never accept me as long as you are here. 
     His words inspired my hand to search for a blade, briefly forgetting how light I
felt without my dagger. A warrior naked in her ceremonial clothing.
     Play your part and you may take Liv with you. Consider this your last night of
freedom, but, sister, if you creep near my woman and shame me, I will kill you. 
      I trembled toward the breaking water, wishing to wake from the nightmare. Only
ravens calling prevented me from surrendering to somber depths. At first one, then
two. Massive birds with purple eyes more brilliant than precious iolite. 
      Odin’s messengers brought the voice I needed most: my father’s.
     Do you know why we fight Kindra? It is because we have someone worth dying for.
Love gives us strength when all others would run. 

     “Still no word?” Baldur searched for flesh to strike. His chambers no longer
offered personal escape, it had become a cell sheltering paranoia.
     Viggo stepped out of reach. “No, my king. The men have found nothing but
rumors.” 
      “It’s been three summer months and still nothing? They have nothing? Are they
deceiving me? Where is their loyalty?!” 
       “I understand your frustration, but please remember, she has bled with them.”
       “They are my men,” Baldur screamed in his cousin’s face.
      “Yes, they are, but trust that I will reward your faith in me. If she remains, she
will be found. The Kylfings are looking for her as we speak. Their loyalty lies with
coin.”
       Baldur’s eyes traveled to his sister’s dress. It had been found on the shore, not yet
taken by the tide. 
      At first, the people mourned Kindra, believing she took her life. But soon, rumors
began. The forest wind carried a spirit of white hair that haunted any passing man.
And the voices. Men’s voices that spoke one word: 
      Valkyrie. 
      It was spoken in an unrelenting chorus, like a madman’s laughter.
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     Baldur didn’t know what to believe. His anxiety had rushed the wedding, Estrid
now his property. He increased his guards, but they had naught to protect him from.
Why did his sister’s disappearance torment him so? Why did it rob him of sleep?
Why did it rob him of the pleasure of mead? Rob him of pleasure performing as a
husband?
      A frantic knock came from Baldur’s chamber door. A servant brought word that
the Kylfings had returned, reduced to one man.
       “How many did you send?” Baldur snapped to an ashen Viggo.
       “Seven, my king.”

     My senses burned like hungry muscles, my body and soul transformed by new
armor and sword. These, and my friends who flew above, were gifts from the
Allfather. I stepped through tall grass, stealing the breath of my people as Huginn
and Muninn announced my approach with echoing cries of Valkyrie. I heard the
women and children’s joy released, hands outstretched in rapture as I walked among
them, face and arms stained in foreign gore. 
       I saw my brother horrified by the fair-skinned specter who left bloody footprints.
I saw Liv but could not return her emotion. My smile had been broken by Odin’s love
of war, and I craved more. A craving satisfied when Viggo’s panicked commands sent
his remaining henchmen into my blade.
      Control was lost to death’s beauty. Throats were slit. Arms cleaved. Chests caved.
I relished everything as each man fell. 
     “Why do you watch? Attack her!” My brother’s frantic pleas were ignored as I
circled, meeting familiar eyes. Faces that I had fought alongside. Men that now knelt
before me.
       “Stand! I am your king! I demand you stand!”
       “These are my men.” My voice cracked the air with thunder as dark clouds rolled
in on charging winds. “Baldur, I waited until the Allfather said it was time. You have
two things that belong to me. I will take the crown, and my queen.”
      Estrid’s muffled voice hit my heart, a sound capable of reaching past the Bifröst.
She was restrained by Viggo, flailing like a caged bird.
     Embarrassment clouded his judgment and a false king’s crown was lost. Baldur
pulled another man’s blade, cursing my existence, before charging.
       I sidestepped him as I would a child, and drove my blade through his back. A 
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sibling reduced to skewered meat. I returned his favor, resting my chin as an
unwanted lover’s invasion. 
    Air bubbles bled from Baldur’s chest while his mouth moved without words.
Visions of the underworld began to replace Estrid. With an outstretched hand,
Baldur tore the last intact fiber in his thread of life. 
      “Did your mouth spoil enjoying what was not yours? Tell me brother, how do my
lips taste?”
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What use do they have
now of sword and

shield and armor? The
hardest part will be
burying our own.

grow barren as a crone and their wives leave them for the very horses they ride.
        For whatever reason, the veterans among us kept their silence.
      We were five days into the march, following well behind the valiant Knights
and Archers of the Imperial force. This was my first excursion. Back home, my
parents were deep in the ground, feeding worms and the like. I’d had nowhere to
go, nothing to eat, and no skill of any value to anyone. When the recruiter and his
band of horsemen came through the village, I saw my only chance at survival and I
took it. Only a day later, I found myself on the warpath. My belly was full, my
armor was new, and my ears were full of stories. 

Somewhere between the Slyke pass and the Jareen
river, the air became heavy with the smell of
corpses. Those of us new to the King’s Infantry
muttered amongst ourselves. Silver Army
slaughter, we said. Gods damn them and their
mothers, sisters, and puppies. May their fields
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     Soulless Silver mercenaries, they told me. Brought the bloody fight to us, they did.
Raping the womenfolk, burning the settlements, cutting down children like chickens.  
      In no time, I found myself marching in an endless line of similarly-dressed youths.
None of us had a clue where we were, and each one of us clutched a sword we’d never
swung before. The Commander yelled, Forward! and we marched. The Lieutenant
shouted, Halt! and we stopped. When the light died from the sky, we made our own
from timber and flint. When we grew hungry, we dispersed into the surrounding
woods, hoping to kill a rabbit, squirrel, or deer. Whenever we passed a stream, the
entire formation took its time filling water sacks and cleaning anything we could. 
       My fellow soldiers and I were by no means bright.
       But we stayed alive, and we made good time.
       When we finally drew close to our destination, the scent of death was so pungent,
a few of the lesser men vomited on the path. No one paid them any attention.
Retching is a natural reaction to the stench of one’s mortality. I didn’t blame them,
and honestly, I don’t think anyone else did either. Once they were finished, they
rejoined the ranks, shaken but unbroken, and continued the march. 
      Eventually, we were told to stop and unpack as the sun sank behind the horizon
in a mist of orange and black. The horse carts were unloaded, equipment scattered
across the ground, tents erected, and fires built. The Commander waltzed around the
half-formed camp barking orders and spitting demoralizing comments. Unbloodied
rookies, the lot of you, he shouted. Sleep well, you grimy whelps. Tomorrow, the real
work begins!   
       I wasn’t good for much, but my father had taught me to build great fires when I
was still shaky on two legs. Choosing wood was the secret, he always said. Tinder,
kindling, and firewood. You need all three. Scavenge far from where you sit. Build a
circle of rocks. Be sure to blow fresh air onto the newly lit embers. Care for the fire
and it will grow.
       In no time at all, I had the most impressive fire in the camp. Many men wandered
toward it and sat in a ring around the flickering flames. All of us were lost in one way
or another. Damaged, disgraced, or out of options. The King’s Infantry was a noble
profession, but not a glorious one. There would be no gorgeous princesses in our
future. No castle of a million stones. Our lives would consist of manual labor and
scrappy, secondhand battles once the Knights had cut through the main forces of our
enemy. 
     And, according to a filthy, sullen-looking man to my right, the looting of the dead.
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       Corpses, he said, that’s our job here, yeah? Heard it from the Commander ‘imself.
Out there, beyond all these blasted trees, lays our first assignment. The killing field,
boy. Ripe with armor and metal and weapons. We only bury our own, them’s the
rules, get me? Those Silver bastards, we let them rot in the sun. Let the beasts have
‘em. After we strip ‘em bare of anything of use, a’course.
       This didn’t sit well in my stomach, but I put on a grim face I hoped made me look
courageous and indifferent. Once the fire died down, I retreated to my cramped and
tiny tent, lay down, and lulled myself to sleep with hateful thoughts of the enemy. 
      Why not take from them? I thought. The murdering bastards asked for it, didn’t
they? Invading the hallowed grounds of the Kingdom. Stealing lives in the night and
burning villages to the ground. Besides, they’re dead. What use do they have now of
sword, shield, and armor? The hardest part will be burying our own. The heroically
deceased. The martyrs for the cause. The good men who fell seeking the King's justice.
       The funerals for the brave will be the hardest part.
     The next morning came far too quickly. It seemed like only seconds had passed
between the closing of my eyes and the clanking and cursing of the men who woke
me. I could smell cookfires, burning animal fat, urine, and the sickly-sweet scent of
body odor. I stumbled out of my tent and almost stomped on another man’s
breakfast. He cursed loudly before shoving me aside. 
    The morning menu consisted of burnt venison and oatmeal gruel made from
wheat. I didn’t eat much, knowing what work awaited me. The sun shone through
the trees, casting ominous shadows. No one spoke. The only noises in the camp were
the scraping of bowls and the slurping of food as everyone glanced at one another.
No one wanted to offer a guess or converse about who would be ordered where. 
     I steadied my nerves by thinking, once again, about the glorious dead. Giving
those soldiers a proper burial would set things right. 
       From the Earth, they came, and in the name of the King, to the Earth, they would
return.
     Around midday, the Commander came ‘round and ordered us all to march. We
were to leave everything behind, and bring only water. Through no conscious effort,
I ended up at the front of the line, marching proudly behind the Commander's horse,
stepping over the piles of dung it would occasionally drop. Trees swayed in the breeze
and insects buzzed their songs, even as the reek of rotting flesh grew stronger and
stronger. 
      Just as the forest began to thin out and the stench became almost unbearable, we 
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were ordered to halt. The Commander wheeled his mighty steed around to address us
in a booming voice fit for a royal keep.
      Here is where you all earn your coin, he said. Your jobs are not pretty, not easy,
and certainly not enjoyable, but they must be done! Take anything that isn’t broken
and kill anyone who still breathes. Understand? The Kingdom needs more metal,
more blades, and fewer enemies. Split into teams, don’t wander by yourself. Pile up
what you find and we’ll drag it back to camp come nightfall. This was a massive
battle, so I expect a massive haul, understand? To make everything clear as glass, let’s
hear any questions now before you begin your work. Speak! I’ll take no audience
later.
       My knees shook, and my bladder was almost full to bursting, but I dug deep and
summoned all the courage I could. I wanted to know. I needed specific instruction. It
seemed only right, given the macabre nature of what was being asked of me. 
     What…what about our own? I stuttered, my voice high and shrill. Shall we dig
multiple graves, sir? Or just one? Won’t the…the families…of the fallen, I mean…
shouldn’t they be notified? Are we to try to identify the dead? 
     The Commander stared down at me with a mix of contempt and curiosity. My
question hung in the air for an eternity, the rest of the assembled infantry silent as a
crypt. Then, just before I succumbed to humiliation and died on the spot, he spoke.
       Obviously you misunderstand this war. Come, boy, he barked.
      With that, he turned his horse and trotted into the trees. I looked back at the rest
of the men, and saw only a sea of wide eyes and pitying smiles. Not a single soldier
moved. Even the Lieutenant remained motionless. So I walked off after the
Commander alone.
      The foliage was thin on the forest’s edge, and I had no difficulty following the
Commander’s horse. Eventually, we passed the tree line and marched into a large
prairie. The walk wasn’t long, but by the time he stopped, the rest of the infantry was
well out of earshot. Grassy hills rose in the distance, and the sun shimmered down on
a scene of absolute horror. I stopped in my tracks, swallowing a mouthful of bile.
         Before us lay an endless field of death. 
        Swarms of flies, thick as clouds, swirled across the battleground. Countless wood
spear shafts pointed to the sky, their heads buried deep in decomposing flesh. Here
and there stalked wolves, foxes, and wild dogs, all taking their fill of the abandoned
meat. Glinting in the sunlight were a million pieces of polished silver armor, without 
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a trace of the King’s colors among them. 
      This isn’t really a war, the Commander said. Our Knights don’t fall. Our Archers
are lethal from five hundred paces. There’s no one here for you to bury, boy. This
doesn’t have anything to do with defense. Our villages are fine. Our children laugh
and play in the streets. The royal castle stands tall and unmolested, far from any
danger. No enemy would dare step foot on our land, get me?
      Then why? I sputtered, barely above a whisper.
    The Commander laughed, his armor clanking from the force of his amusement.
Why? he asked. Because your king is a conqueror, boy, a victor, and these are his
spoils. No one in power is ever content with their standing. They want more. They
crave conflict. They pray for war. This isn’t about defending the weak and innocent,
welp. This is about expanding the empire.
       He pulled on his reins, bringing his horse to within spitting distance of my feet. 
      Your King orders slaughter, he said, leaning down into my face. His castle is built
of bone, and his throne is painted with blood. Take a moment to come to terms, and
then go collect what is his.
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J. Sexton

Dark Damsel

She is like nobody
you’ve ever met before,

a dark damsel
whose melancholy

spreads like tentacles
throughout her soul,

a secret study in calamity,
yearning to be whole,
yet don’t fool yourself

into thinking
she needs saving—

she can do that
all on her own.



Moore ignored the bones,
their cracked spear shafts,

and rusty blades. She
picked her way through
the wreckage, as quiet as

possible.

It was only a few miles from town, and there was interesting stuff to be found
buried around the hollow shells of buildings. Most importantly, no one else ever
went.
     She could understand why. There was something off about the place, with its
weathered stone buildings, chipped and crumbling statues and obelisks, mossy
street pavers. That was to say nothing of the bones of the former residents—some
cowering in their homes, some sprawled in the streets. Some bones bleached white
by the sun, some clung to by the rotting remains of their clothes, some shattered by
the impact of whatever had killed this town all that time ago.

The Old City was quiet, because the Old City
was always quiet. There was nothing alive there,
besides the whistle of thin mountain air through
empty doorways and the soft falls of Moore’s
cloth-wrapped feet.
     Moore liked making the climb to the Old City.

The Voice in the Wind

Written by
Joe Wolf
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       Moore ignored the bones, their cracked spear shafts, and rusty blades. She picked
her way through the wreckage, as quiet as possible. She didn’t think there was much
risk to being loud, but it felt wrong to fill such a dead place with wanton noise—
almost like she’d be disturbing the peace of the place.
       Besides, if she stayed quiet, she might hear the voice again.
      Moore scrambled up a collapsed wall and onto a building’s flat roof. The rooftops
were the only place she didn’t have to pick around crunchy bones and twisted metal,
but they could collapse and send her crashing down in a cloud of rocks and dust. Her
last such fall left her leg hurt enough that she’d slept it off in a cave before making
the rest of the journey home. She’d been sore for weeks afterward.
      From that particular roof, she could see the city center. The Old City was built
into a natural gap in the mountain, almost like a giant had dug a pit and the little
humans had come and built their homes in it. And then another giant had mucked it
all up.
       The city center was even worse off than the rest—more bones piled on the streets,
more buildings bearing black marks and burnt out roofs, more walls smashed out.
She followed the street she’d taken to her perch with her eyes to where it converged
with the rest of the city’s paths in the open square. The square was much clearer than
the rest, the mountain winds having pushed the rubble and remains to pile up along
the edges. In the middle sat a decrepit fountain, covered in moss and holding a thin
puddle of the piddly rain they got so high up.
      The square and its dingy fountain gave way to a set of wide, decrepit steps leading
up to a crumbling palace. Moore liked to imagine what the palace looked like before…
whatever killed the place. The marble columns would’ve glistened in the sun instead
of their dull, dirty, craggy state. Visitors, lawmakers, and other fancy types would’ve
milled about the square and ascended the stairs for an audience with the Gray Queen.
     Thinking about the place’s former ruler made Moore shiver. Every kid knew the
spooky stories of the Gray Queen’s minions crawling from the ruins of the Old City.
Every rubbish deal, every little bump in the night, every pox infection was the spirit
of the Gray Queen. The stories were usually followed by giggles, as no one really
believed them. The queen was dead, her palace abandoned, her bloodthirsty armies
buried, her torture chambers quiet. Besides, what interest would someone like that
have in a bunch of street kids?
     Closer.
     Moore perked up. The voice! She looked around wildly for the source but, just like
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last time, there was no one. She slipped down the outer wall and weaved her way up
the street. The voice had told her “closer” right when she’d been staring at the square.
Did it want her to go find it? Did the voice live at the palace?
    Moore swallowed a whoop of excitement. Just like last time, the voice was rich,
smooth, and felt like it filled her whole head with its gentle beckoning. She’d first
heard it over a month ago and had since been desperate to hear it again. She had to
follow, had to find where the voice came from. She had to know.
    She tripped over a long thigh bone and winced at the clack-clack as it tumbled
across the cobblestones. She froze as the echo spread and then died, so the only sound
was the breeze. She couldn’t afford useless little noises like that, not if she wanted to
hear the voice. Satisfied that her transgression had passed, she moved on, picking her
way more carefully through the ruins.
      Finally the street opened into the square and, with one final leap, Moore was over
the mound of rubble. She rarely went so far in, preferring to poke through the houses
on the outer part of town for goodies. Of course there would be even more
interesting stuff in the palace itself, but something about it had always felt off. It felt
almost sinful to pierce the dead city so far, to bring her life into the marble cemetery.
She tread even more lightly as she approached the fountain, finally getting close
enough to peek in.
     The water had been stagnant for a while. She couldn’t remember how long ago it
had rained, but even the fresh runoff would be filthy in just a few days in the mossy,
muddy pit. The fountain itself was a grand white carving, though she couldn’t
exactly tell of what. The wind and moss had taken too much of it, so it was just as
likely to be a horse as a dragon, as the queen herself.
     Closer, child.
    Moore’s eyes shot to the palace. How could she have gotten distracted by a crummy
fountain? The voice pulled her back to the present, and it was clear this time. The
voice was coming from the palace.
    Her caution waned again as she trotted across the stones, her padded footfalls
hardly a consideration on the uneven pavers. She reached the foot of the steps, each
far longer than her short strides, and took each with a single leap anyway. As she
bound toward the great gates, she swore she could hear whispers in the back of her
head, as if someone was muttering at her from behind a door. She could make out no
words, but that just drew her in more. 
       Her momentum died when she reached the top. Seeing the great granite doors 
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from afar was one thing—seeing them just ten strides ahead of her was another. Even
with the grime of the years, the black stone with its silvery veins was striking,
imposing, terrifying. She could see they were almost as thick as her legs were long
where the doors were ajar, leaving a vaguely Moore-sized opening.
      The whispers grew louder. She made out a chorus of one phrase. Come in.
    Her legs carried her forward, and she slipped through the doors and into the
palace. 
    Within was a great hall that could easily fit three of the houses from Moore’s
hometown. Of course no one had lit the sconces in who knew how long, so she had to
creep through the hall with only the trickle of light from the door to guide her.
    At the opposite end was another set of doors, making up in intricate stone carvings
what it lacked in the first one’s size. Moore couldn’t make out the sharp details, but
she could tell there was another opening just large enough for her to slip though. The
space within was dark. Not the city dark she was used to—but perfect blackness, the
kind that made her hair stand on end.
      Forward, girl.
      Moore squeaked and slipped through the door, eager not to disappoint.
    She crept forward in the blackness, waiting for her eyes to adjust. It was impossible
to tell exactly what was in front of her, but she could barely make out an enormous
shape rising from the floor.
      Welcome.
     The voice didn’t startle Moore. She walked forward, transfixed by whatever lay in
the middle of the room. She couldn’t quite see in the darkness, but she felt the shape
of the chamber, the steps she needed to take, even where to stop and kneel before the
great dais. As she took to the floor, she raised her eyes, and a moonlit smile greeted
her.
     The Gray Queen did not glow, for nothing around her was lit by her presence. She
had the confident smile of a magnanimous leader, accentuated by her done-up curls.
Her dress flowed around her in a nonexistent wind, its many folds and layers lapping
about like water. Instead of a scepter, she carried a spear, barbed and darkly stained
with the remains of its grisly deeds.
      The beautiful queen offered a hand to Moore. Come, child. Stay with me.
      Without hesitation, Moore reached up.
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     Moore’s eyes opened, and her mouth smiled. She stretched her legs, flexed her
fingers, touched the girl’s dingy hair. This body was not at all what she was used to,
what she deserved. But it would do.
       She turned with a flourish and strode back out of her throne room. Sconces lit as
she entered the great hall, the very stones of the palace reacting to the return of its
queen. Her glorious return to power. The place was a decrepit mess, but that would
soon be rectified. Her return to power had to be matched with an equally resplendent
restoration of her palace.
        “To me,” she whispered, and her loyal subjects obeyed.
      Her new, borrowed eyes couldn’t see them, but she felt them surround her with
every fiber of her being. Her soul resonated with their spirits, clawed back from
eternity to serve her. Her invisible force fell into ranks and files and marched out
with her.
      She frowned at the sorry state of her city—the cracked stones, moss everywhere,
the bones of her foolish subjects littering the place. No, it wouldn’t do at all. Her city
would be returned to its glory. It would shine as it once had, its streets bustling as in
its prime, its neighbors bowing at her feet.
        The Gray Queen smiled and stepped once again into her domain.

     From somewhere deep in her own mind, Moore watched her body move. As
moments passed, she felt smaller and smaller, minimized by the sheer power of the
shade who had taken her flesh. Even as she was suppressed, her mind throttled within
her own body, one thought raised itself.
         This was all her fault.
     She could see the Gray Queen’s thoughts, her intentions. She could feel the
wraiths she’d called pushing at her consciousness. She knew then that the many
stories about the queen were wrong.
      The truth was far worse. And Moore would be the foremost witness of all that
was to come.
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It starts with a whisper
of gooseflesh along the

fair skin of my
forearms, a hitch in the
once-steady beat of my

heart.
      “Gilda, are you listening? I said it was time.”
     Gilda. Even my name is nothing more than a cruel joke. A constant reminder
that I am nothing more than a girl bred for sacrifice. A scapegoat for cowards who
hide beneath golden crowns. 
      “Gilda.” Mistress Aldea's voice is sharper this time, but there’s a note of distress
beneath her stern façade. She, at least, will mourn my passing. From the merry
sounds drifting through the doors before us, I suspect she will be the only one. 
        Steeling myself, I don a mask of icy indifference. “I'm ready.”
        Mistress Aldea's hand trembles as she guides me forward, a reluctant 

There's music playing. Lilting, happy music
meant to make toes tap and skirts swirl. The kind
of music one would expect at a celebration. For
them, I suppose it is. Them, with their oh-so-
clever minds, concocting loopholes to avoid their
fate. 

Scapegoat

Written by
E.P. Stavs
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shepherdess leading her lamb to slaughter. I place my own atop hers, steadying it. I'm
too afraid to offer any further reassurances, but the gesture is enough; she straightens
her shoulders as we enter the room. The crowd falls silent as we make our way to the
dais. 
       To my father.
     King Stefan sits on his throne, a frown further creasing his already lined face.
Queen Olivia shifts nervously in the adjacent throne, her gaze flitting between me
and the young man and woman flanking the royals—Prince Petre and Princess Ioana,
the precious heirs. The legitimate heirs.
        Unlike me, the bastard child born for the sole purpose of sparing their lives.
     Mistress Aldea drops into a deep curtsy before the dais. I'm expected to do the
same, but I refuse to offer such courtesies to my executioners. Chin held high, I stare
my father down, daring him to insist. He doesn’t, and Mistress Aldea directs me to
stand side-by-side with the princess, two half sisters who share the same eyes but very
different fates. 
    The music resumes, the crowd moving into dance formations, but the air is
decidedly less festive. Everyone is on edge as we wait for their arrival. 
        The Strigoi of Sinaia.
       It starts with a whisper of gooseflesh along the fair skin of my forearms, a hitch
in the once-steady beat of my heart. The room grows cold, yet sweat pricks my nape
in spite of the chill. All eyes are on the wide, double doors as they swing open. 
       It's been fifty years to the day since they last stepped through those doors, twenty
of which I spent being raised for this moment.
      The crowd parts, giving the hooded figures a wide berth as they stalk toward the
dais. My breathing grows more difficult with each step they take. Though I can't see
their faces, I've heard plenty of stories. Enough to know how easily their teeth will
tear through my flesh. My stomach churns at the thought, and I bite my lip to keep
from weeping. I refuse to let my so-called family see me cry.
        I am stronger than all of them.
     The figure leading the procession stops before my father and lifts their hood,
revealing a surprisingly mundane face. Where I expected a monster, I see only a
woman. With her simple, gray cloak and unadorned hair, she could have passed for a
villager. That is, if it weren't for the crushing weight of her presence. It's as if I'm
being rooted by a myriad of thick chains. I couldn't move if I tried. 
       “Stefan.” The woman gives my father a long look. “You've an offering prepared, I 
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assume?”
    He swallows, sweat beading his forehead. “Y-yes, Your Eminence. She's eaten
nothing but red meat for a week, and has bathed in the finest oils to be most pleasing
to your, uh...particular tastes.” 
       Indeed, I've been stuffed and basted as well as the finest holiday pig. 
       “She?” The edge to the woman's voice sends shivers down my spine. 
     My father must feel it, too. The many layers of finery he wears cannot hide the
way he now shakes. He licks his lips, and gestures in my direction. “My daughter,
Gilda, will provide the royal blood necessary to honor our agreement.”
     There's a moment of silence before the woman murmurs, “Is that so?” She drifts
my way on silent feet, and I wonder if they're touching the ground at all or simply
floating, hidden beneath the rough-spun wool of her cloak. But then her face is a
breath away from mine, and I can think of nothing but the impending pain. 
       I pray she makes it quick.
   As if she can hear my thoughts, she trails a silken hand down my cheek and
whispers, “There now, love. It'll all be over soon.” She nuzzles the crook of my neck,
breathing me in. “Enticingly sweet,” she says, raising her voice to be heard by all.
“And royal, yes...but not fully.” Pulling away, she gives the queen an inquisitive
glance. “She's not one of yours.”
   The queen pales, and she looks as though she might loose the contents of her
stomach right there on the dais. I rather hope she does. 
     “She's my daughter by blood,” the king interjects. “And it is my family line that
has held the throne these past three centuries. I assure you she is as royal as anyone in
this room.”
     “I'm well aware of your family's history. It was your great-grandfather many times
over who I made the original agreement with, after all.”
    “Th-that's right.” My father straightens up in a rare display of courage. “Every
fifty years, you would be presented with a vessel of royal blood, and in exchange, you
would keep your hunting outside our borders.”
   “An agreement we've upheld,” the woman says, her gaze drifting back in my
direction.
     “As have we,” my father insists. “She's of royal blood, as per the agreement. No
one specified how much.”
   “I suppose that's true,” the woman concedes. “Tell me, what's your name,
Princess?”
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      “Gilda.” The urge to add Your Eminence is powerful, but I bite my tongue. I will
not pander to this creature, no matter how dangerous she is. All I have left in this
world is my pride.
     “And who is your mother, Gilda?” She idly slides her long fingers through my
hair. 
       “I don't know,” I whisper. “I never met her.”
      “A shame.” She moves around to my back, brushing my hair over my shoulder as
she does. “I imagine she was quite beautiful, if you're anything to go by.” A single
finger traces a line down my neck. I tense, waiting for the inevitable.
       “I knew your grandmother, you know,” she says.
       “I-is that so?” Damn my voice for cracking. 
      She hums. “She had the most exquisite blood, so full of love. For her people, for
her little boy.” She nips at my ear, and I swallow a scream. “She offered herself up to
save him—your father, that is. He was but a boy of ten when last we came, and so
scared, he couldn't utter a word. But she whisked him into his nursemaid's arms and
threw herself at my feet, begging me to spare him and accept her blood instead.” She
sighs, her icy breath filling my hair. “Pity her son didn’t turn out as well as she.”
       A last brush of her hand, and she is gone, leaving me weak and trembling as the
last thread of my resolve unravels. My knees hit the floor at the same moment I hear
his strangled cry. 
       Blood paints a crimson arc across the dais as my father sputters and reaches for
his gaping neck. The queen is next, pulled from her throne by her hair. The woman
sinks razor sharp fangs into her neck. 
      Petre and Ioana make a dash for the crowd of shocked onlookers, but a row of
hooded figures stand in their way. The woman falls upon them, her eyes glowing red
as she plunges her hands through their chests and rips out their hearts. Tossing the
organs onto the floor, she addresses the people clinging to each other in muted terror. 
       “It would seem your rulers didn't quite live up to their predecessor’s reign.” She
holds out a hand and one of the hooded figures presents her with the queen's blood-
stained crown. “Let's hope the next one proves more worthy of the honor.” She rests
the golden circlet on my head, fingers tipping my chin up until I meet her gaze.
       “I'll see you in fifty years, Your Majesty.”
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 In a rough highland country of ancient black rock and towns timber-built,
 stood a grim castle fortress, plagued with regret and haunted by guilt.
 Here, where the fog off the water drifted o’er shores cold as the grave,

 Dwelt a sour, widowed King whose reign was neither fair, nor wise, nor brave.
 Five sons he had sired, to whom he showed no love, nor assigned any worth,

 his heart a cold, hard stone since his beloved queen had died giving birth.
 

 Like the five calloused fingers of a scarred fist raised in hate,
 these five wicked princes each deigned to reckon with his Fate.

 For they all coveted the crown, their ambitions the same,
 and they each posed a threat to every brother’s royal claim.

 
 An ill-tempered brute, Prince Leon—the second son of the clan—

 to secure a path to power, had devised a devious plan;
 under cover of darkness, to his brother’s room he did creep,

 and then smothered the youngest, Prince Joseph, to death in his sleep.
 

 The killer’s identity remained the guard’s embarrassing question,
 until they arrested a farmhand and swiftly forced his confession.

 
 Princes Friedreich and Wilhelm, shocked by the death of their brother,

 swore a solemn blood oath to trust only in one another.
 They believed Leon was the true perpetrator of the crime,
 and vowed to deliver justice for young Joseph, in due time.
 One year on, on the anniversary of the sweet Prince’s death,

 a poisoned glass of fine red wine secured Prince Leon’s last breath.

Five Wicked Princes
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 Wary of all, Prince Phillip, the eldest and rightful heir to the lands,
 took the matter of his succession into his own murderous hands.

 He strangled Friedreich near the stables and dumped his body down a well,
 then cornered Wilhelm in the church and bashed his brains against the bell.

 With his rivals dead and his inheritance no longer in dispute,
 the last Prince sought the sour King, a rotten seed born of bitter fruit.

 Unwilling to wait to take his place and to claim his rightful crown,
 Prince Phillip marched to the throne room, intent to force his father down.

 
 But the King was well aware of the rumors of his dreadful offspring,

 so close at hand, he kept his bow, an arrow ready upon the string.
 When Prince Phillip charged, sword in hand, determined to be King or die,

 the bitter, old King drew his bow and fired a bolt through his son’s eye.
 

 The King cursed his sons, his throne, his home, and even his long-dead wife,
 then climbed the castle’s highest tower to end his miserable life.

 A requiem of thunder echoed his cry as from the ramparts he leapt,
 his ill-fated reign beneath the dusty rugs of history was swept.

 Though, on occasion, a weary mother with cruel children might sing
 the tale of the five wicked princes and the plight of the Bitter King. 

Newton
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We are so grateful for the stories written by our talented authors, and we
hope you enjoyed the poetry contributed by two members of our community. 

Thank you, Crow family, for your continued enthusiasm and support!
 

A deep thank you to everyone who submitted a story. It is truly special for us
when you share your works, regardless of their acceptance. While your story

may not have been chosen, next month's theme is The Cryptkeepers and it could
be your chance to spin us a dark tale. If you are interested in seeing your story

published in The Crow's Quill, please check our website for more details.
We'd be honored to have a look.

 
Are you a poet?

Participate in our daily poetry prompts and use #CrowCalls for a chance to be
featured! We want to shine a light on more dark poets.

Keep calling and we Crows may answer.
 

Sincerely, from Quill & Crow's Associate Editors,
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